
Beavertail
Cushions the hand on recoil and offers 
increased hand comfort higher on the grip.

SPECIFICATIONS

MODEL VARIATIONS

Cobblestone™ texture
Renowned Hogue texture increases comfort 
while also providing non-irritating grip.

Durable composition
Made from thermoplastic elastomer that endures
wear and ages gracefully for years of service.

Finger grooves
Naturally position fingers for optimal grip.

Precision fitment
Designed for a tight and secure fit, engaging with 
the texture and contours of the firearm’s frame.

Part # Color MSRP

Black $12.9518310

18311

18313

18314

18316

18317

$12.95

$12.95

$12.95

$12.95

$12.95

Olive Drab Green

Flat Dark Earth

Aqua

Purple

Pink

Henderson, NV
Continuing the expansion of Hogue’s HandALL® grip sleeve line, models are now available for the  
Springfield Armory® Hellcat™. Numerous customer requests quickly gained the interest of Hogue   
engineers since the Hellcat’s initial release. Hogue answered with an all new Beavertail™ grip sleeve   
guaranteed to enhance the shooting experience of this compact, everyday carry pistol.
The advantages of Hogue’s Beavertail grip sleeves on polymer pistols are evident upon installation. 
Perceived recoil is significantly reduced by Hogue’s renowned ultra-soft rubber. The beavertail feature 
provides added protection for the purlicue of the hand, while the finger grooves allow consistent grasp   
and secure hold. It has become common for shooters to resort to custom stippling to upgrade the   
factory texture of polymer pistols; however, this practice ultimately compromises the original condition   
of the firearm’s frame. To avoid this irreversible trade-off, Hogue has perfected their Beavertail grip  
sleeve design to ensure a long-lasting, yet non-permanent alternative that will greatly enhance the   
shooter’s grip experience. Hogue HandALL Beavertail grip sleeves come in a variety of colors    
and retail at an affordable $12.95. 
Hogue Grip sleeves are manufactured in their family-owned and operated facilities under direct  
supervision of the Hogue family. Hogue Inc. supports local dealers and encourages customers    
to purchase Hogue products locally. For more information, please call Hogue Inc. directly at 
1-800-438-4747 or visit www.hogueinc.com.


